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Abstract 
 Many complex actions are mentally pre-composed as plans that specify orderings 
of simpler actions. To be executed accurately, planned orderings must become active in 
working memory, and then enacted one-by-one until the sequence is complete. Examples 
include writing, typing, and speaking. In cases where the planned complex action is 
musical in nature (e.g. a choreographed dance or a piano melody), it appears to be 
possible to deploy two learned sequences at the same time, one composed from actions 
and a second composed from the time intervals between actions. Despite this added 
complexity, humans readily learn and perform rhythm-based action sequences. Notably, 
people can learn action sequences and rhythmic sequences separately, and then combine 
them with little trouble (Ullén & Bengtsson 2003). Related functional MRI data suggest 
that there are distinct neural regions responsible for the two different sequence types 
(Bengtsson et al. 2004). Although research on musical rhythm is extensive, few 
computational models exist to extend and inform our understanding of its neural bases. 
To that end, this article introduces the TAMSIN (Timing And Motor System Integration 
Network) model, a systems-level neural network model capable of performing arbitrary 
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item sequences in accord with any rhythmic pattern that can be represented as a sequence 
of integer multiples of a base interval. In TAMSIN, two Competitive Queuing (CQ) 
modules operate in parallel. One represents and controls item order (the ORD module) 
and the second represents and controls the sequence of inter-onset-intervals (IOIs) that 
define a rhythmic pattern (RHY module). Further circuitry helps these modules 
coordinate their signal processing to enable performative output consistent with a desired 
beat and tempo. 
 
1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 Every animal’s life involves a long sequence of movements, and some 
contributing sequences arise entirely from sequential cueing by external stimuli, such 
as when a novice pianist picks out notes one by one, guided by a moving cursor on 
computer-displayed sheet music.   However, soon the pianist cannot help but 
recognize groups of notes, and form plans that span a sequence of future actions.  
External control becomes intermittent, as the capacity for internal representation and 
control of serially organized plans takes over.  Since Lashley (1951), there has been 
sustained interest in the representations and control processes underlying serially 
organized actions in which external cueing is intermittent and thus insufficient to 
inform all aspects of sequential production.  Notably, Lashley’s own analysis of 
sequencing errors during speech production led him to favor the hypothesis that 
planning normally involves pre-activation, in parallel, of representations of several 
forthcoming elements of the sequence.   Many subsequent analyses of sequencing 
errors, and their timing, have supported the hypothesis of parallel activation of 
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representations constituting a planned sequence (Agam et al. 2005; Farrell & 
Lewandowsky, 2004; Henson et al. 1996; Hurlstone & Hitch, 2018; Page & Norris, 
1998).    
 Lashley (1951) did not offer a model of how parallel activation might be 
governed, either before or during an actual sequential production.  However, the core 
of a mechanistically and empirically successful model was proposed by Stephen 
Grossberg (1978a, 1978b), who used one article’s title to starkly contrast two classes 
of models using parallel representations: “Serial binary memory models or parallel 
continuous memory models?”  Parallel representation might involve pre-activating 
binary items at addressable slots within a memory buffer, from which items would 
always be performed in a canonical order: slot 1, slot 2, etc.  Alternatively, parallel 
activation could involve (1) pre-activating items to varying degrees in accord with 
their relative priority in a planning layer, and then (2) choosing to perform one at a 
time, namely the most active remaining representation. Such a choice rule produces 
outputs in order, from the most to the least active, with no unwanted repeats, 
provided that each chosen item’s representation is deactivated within the planning 
layer prior to the next choice.  Grossberg endorsed the latter model, and detailed how 
it could be implemented by a multilayer neural network using recurrent inhibition of 
two distinct types.  The basic architecture is depicted in Figure 1.  Many subsequent 
computational models of primate sequential performance –  which have been used to 
simulate neural and behavioral phenomena ranging across eye movements, line 
drawing, handwriting, typing, melody playing, and speech production – have utilized 
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core elements of Grossberg’s 1978 model (e.g., Boardman & Bullock, 1991; Bohland 
et al., 2010; Bradski et al., 1994; Houghton, 1990; Silver et al., 2012; Tilsen, 2014).  
 
Figure 1: A diagram of a typical Competitive Queuing (CQ) system, showing the two layers 
(reprinted from Hurlstone & Hitch (2018), adapted from Bullock & Rhodes (2003)). A gradient of 
activation levels is loaded into the Parallel Planning Layer where a taller bar represents an item 
that will be executed before an item with a shorter bar, and the item with the most activation will 
be chosen first by the Competitive Choice Layer. Pointed arrows signify excitation while rounded 
ends signify inhibition. 
 An influential paper by Houghton (1990) dubbed the endorsed class “competitive 
queuing (CQ) models”, to highlight that a queue (the output sequence) emerges as the 
result of a competitive choice process that selects the maximum of the remaining active 
representations.  The “CQ” usage has become common, so we follow it herein.   A key 
question is how well the CQ model’s parallel continuous activation strategy will help to 
explain further aspects of the most complex forms of human sequential behavior.  For 
example, can the successes with speech production be extended to include both speech 
and grammatical language production? Some studies suggest so (e.g., Kolodny & 
Edelman, 2018; Martin & Schnur, 2019; Wagner et al., 2010), although we know of no 
integrated simulation that shows how to coordinate the parallel activations and 
deactivations at both the speech and language levels of the planning system (but see 
up a ‘winner-takes-all’ response competition over items, and the
item with the strongest activation level is c osen for recall, after
which a feedback signal from the competitive choice layer inhibits
its corresponding representation in the planning layer. This process
iterates until re all of the sequenc is compl te.
Primacy Gradient
The main difference between different competitive queuing
models concerns the nature of the activation gradient used to
represent serial order in the planning layer. In the most parsimo-
nious models (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2004; Grossberg, 1978;
Page & Norris, 1998), a single monotonically decreasing activa-
tion gradient— known as a primacy gradient—is established over
items during serial order encoding, such that the earlier an item
occurred in a presentation sequence, the stronger the activation it
is assigned. This gradient is then held static during sequence
generation and serial recall is accomplished via an iterative process
of selecting the strongest item before suppressing its activation
(viz., response suppression; see below)—the suppression of an
item after it has been retrieved removes it from the cohort of recall
candidates at the subsequent position, allowing the next strongest
item to win the output competition.
Position Marking
In more sophisticated competitive queuing models, the activa-
tion gradient established over items is not static, but instead varies
dynamically over time via the output of a context signal—separate
from the item representations in the planning layer—during the
course of sequence generation (Brown et al., 2000; Burgess &
Hitch, 1999; Hartley et al., 2016; Henson, 1998; Lewandowsky &
Farrell, 2008). This introduces a positional component to the
representation of serial order because the state of the context signal
at any given moment confers information about the current posi-
tion in the sequence. Accordingly, this dynamic process of repre-
senting serial order is known as position marking.
A specific example that serves to highlight this general approach
is provided by the seriating mechanism embodied in the model of
Burgess and Hitch (1999). In their model, when an item is pre-
sented as part of a to-be-remembered sequence its representation is
activated in a planning layer and an association is formed—via
Hebbian learning— between the item representation and the cur-
rent state of a time-varying (distributed) positional context signal.
The context signal exhibits the property of local self-similarity,
meaning that neighboring states (viz., adjacent serial positions) are
more similar to one another than states that are separated in time
(viz., nonadjacent serial positions). Recall of the sequence is
accomplished by reactivating the different states of the positional
context signal in order—which produces a dynamically varying
activation gradient over items in the planning layer—and recalling
the most activated item at each position.
Some models incorporate an activation gradient with both static
(viz., a primacy gradient) and dynamic (viz., position marking)
properties— gen rating a hybrid ordinal-positional representation
of serial order. For example, in some models, a primacy gradient
is incorporated into the strength of the associations between items
and the different states of the positional context signal (Brown et
al., 2000; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008). In other models, a
primacy gradient is established over items but is then modulated
by the output of the positional context signal during serial recall
(Burgess & Hitch, 1999).
Response Suppression
Response suppression refers to the inhibition or removal of
items from memory following recall and is an assumption incor-
porated in almost all theories of verbal STM (e.g., Brown et al.,
2000; Burgess & Hitch, 1999; Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2002;
Grossberg & Pearson, 2008; Henson, 1998; Lewandowsky &
Farrell, 2008; Page & Norris, 1998). In competitive queuing mod-
els, response suppression occurs as a result of the inhibitory
feedback signal from the competitive choice layer to the parallel
planning layer following the retrieval of an item. In other models
(Farrell, 2006; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008), response suppres-
sion is implemented through the unlearning—namely Hebbian
antilearning (Anderson, 1995)— of the association between the
item just retrieved and its position marker. This has the effect of
reducing the strength with which the item competes for recall
when memory is probed with subsequent position markers.
In models that rely on a primacy gradient to represent serial
order, the incorporation of response suppression is crucial for
sequencing, because it serves to prevent perseveration on the same
response. It is a less crucial ingredient in models that rely on
position marking to represent serial order because the dynamically
reevolving context signal relieves the suppression mechanism of
the burden for sequencing. Nevertheless, even models that repre-
Figure 1. Schematic of a two-layer competitive queuing sequence plan-
ning and control mechanism comprising a parallel planning layer (upper
field of nodes) and a competitive choice layer (lower field of nodes). Lines
terminating with arrows represent excitatory connections, whereas lines
terminating with semicircles represe t inhibitory connections. Note that
each node in the lower competitive choice layer has an inhibitory connec-
tion to every other node in the same layer, but for simplicity only adjacent-
neighbor inhibitory connections are shown. Similarly, each node in the
competitive choice layer has an inhibitory connection to its corresponding
node in the parallel planning layer, but to avoid visual clutter only feedback
connections for the leftmost and rightmost nodes are illustrated. See main
text for further details.
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Ward, 1994). This article reports positive results from an attempt to model another of the 
most complex forms of human sequential behavior: the ability of a musician to play 
arbitrary note sequences in coordination with arbitrary rhythmic sequences.  Based on 
logical analysis and suggestive neuroimaging results (reprised briefly below), we 
hypothesized that one CQ circuit can control the note sequence while a parallel CQ 
circuit controls the rhythm sequence, as long as the two mechanisms are appropriately 
coordinated. 
 Before detailing the model and simulation results, it is useful to build a few key 
bridges to cognitive neuroscience.  The parallel planning layer in a CQ model 
corresponds to a working memory, in which multiple memory representations are kept 
active over an extended interval, to govern task performance for which there is 
insufficient on-line stimulus support (Goldman-Rakic, 1990; Chafee & Goldman-Rakic, 
2000).  Direct neurophysiological evidence for CQ-consistent working memory dynamics 
– graded parallel activations and one-by-one deactivations during sequence production – 
was discovered in monkeys during a figure-drawing experiment by Averbeck et al. (2002, 
2003; reviewed in Bullock, 2004, and in Rhodes et al., 2004), and in later studies of 
human sequential actions (Kornysheva et al., 2019).  Although frontal, parietal, and 
superior temporal zones of the primate cerebral cortex may be strongly engaged during 
tasks requiring working memory, the most reliably engaged during serial action planning 
are the lateral prefrontal cortex (lPFC) and the strongly linked pre-supplementary motor 
area (preSMA).  Moreover, there is evidence from primates that different subregions of 
lPFC, e.g., the inferior frontal gyrus of the ventral lPFC, or the dorsal lPFC, are recruited 
to store and utilize different kinds of working memory contents.  In most experiments, 
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only one type of content is required for successful task performance, but in a few key 
experiments, multiple types of content have been needed for successful performance, and 
in those cases, multiple distinct zones within lPFC were simultaneously recruited.   This 
happened in speech production tasks (Bohland & Guenther, 2006; Bohland et al., 2010), 
as well as in rhythmic sequential key-pressing tasks (see below; and see reviews of 
rhythm neuroscience, in Grahn 2012; Kotz et al., 2018).   To the extent that each such 
subregion has the local circuitry required to function as a CQ module – a warranted 
assumption, given the known architecture of prefrontal and posterior parietal cortices that 
support multi-item working memory (e.g., Almeida et al., 2015; Standage & Paré, 2018) 
– these results point to the likelihood that separable CQ modules often coordinate to 
achieve multi-faceted sequential performances.  
 
Figure 2: Part of Figure 1 from Ullén and Bengtsson (2003). Part A is a diagram of the five keys 
subjects would use to input their sequences. Part B is a schematic of the three sequences that 
were used in the experiment. The icons indicate which of the keys from Part A were being 
pressed, and the numbers between the icons represent the relative amount of time between two 
key presses (i.e. relative IOI’s), where a “1” is equal to 375ms. 
 
What behavioral results from planning and production studies suggest 
separate CQ modules for rhythms and note sequences?  A full review can be found in 
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Zeid (2018).  Here we focus on behavioral data from the experimental paradigm 
depicted in Figure 2, from Ullén and Bengtsson (2003).  Visual cues can be 
presented to elicit repeated practice of a fixed sequential ordering of key presses 
distributed across the 5 locations shown.  These cues can be presented using a single 
IOI (interstimulus onset interval), as in Figure 2’s Ordinal condition, or with a 
repeating pattern of varied (non-isochronous) IOIs that exemplify a distinct rhythm, 
as in the Combined condition.  Alternatively, the rhythmic pattern can be tapped out 
with a single key, as in the Temporal condition, wherein no sequence of varied key 
locations need be learned.  Ullén and Bengtsson (2003) found that having subjects 
first practice a rhythmic key sequence in the Combined condition hastened later 
learning (compared to untrained subjects) in either the Ordinal or Temporal 
condition, provided that the same key sequence (Ordinal) or same rhythm (Temporal) 
was carried over from the Combined condition. Further, they found that subjects first 
trained on the Ordinal and Temporal tasks separately were able to reproduce the 
aforementioned Combined task with fewer learning trials than subjects attempting 
the Combined task with no prior exposure to the other two tasks. Such results 
suggest separable processes for ordinal and temporal sequence learning and 
performance. If there were no separation of mnemonic representations for temporal 
versus ordinal sequences, the training that subjects undertook in the preliminary 
learning phases would not have aided their performances in the transfer phases to the 
degree seen, because a single memory circuit would have to treat the Combined, 
Temporal, and Ordinal patterns as three distinct patterns.  Further experiments in the 
same report buttressed this inference by showing that the transfer phase improvement 
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was highly specific, and not due to generic practice with the types of patterns utilized 
in the experiment. 
Such behavioral evidence for separation of mnemonic representations for 
temporal versus ordinal sequences is complemented by neurophysiological evidence, 
from human fMRI studies, that separate regions of the cerebral cortex, and 
subcortex, are indeed recruited during tasks that have overlapping features with the 
Ordinal, Temporal, or Combined tasks from Ullén and Bengtsson (2003). For 
example, Bengtsson et al. (2004) trained seven subjects on three different versions of 
a 3-key keypress pattern similar to the three pattern types used in Ullén & Bengtsson 
(2003): one with a temporal pattern performed on just the middle key (Temporal ), 
one with a pattern of keypresses performed with different keys but isochronous 
(single IOI) timing (Ordinal), and one, the Combined, that used both the pattern from 
Temporal and that from Ordinal. Subjects were first trained extensively on these 
patterns as well as two control tasks. Then, subjects were scanned using MRI while 
they replicated the well-trained patterns. Through a series of inclusive masks and 
contrasts, the investigators found distinct sets of neural regions that were recruited 
preferentially for ordinal or rhythmic patterns.  However, although preSMA was 
highly active, lateral PFC was not as strongly recruited as one might expect from 
anatomical links (Dick et al., 2019) and other studies (e.g., Sakai et al., 2002; 
Konoike et al., 2012) that scanned subjects during initial learning.  Also, the contrast 
for detecting rhythm-involved zones used isochronous timing, instead of rest, as the 
baseline.  As a result, it failed to highlight regions that were strongly recruited in 
other studies that focused on neural bases for genesis/representation of isochronous 
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beats, a base rhythm that, in Western music, is used to specify other, derived rhythm 
components (Sakai et al. 1999, Grahn & Brett 2007, Bengtsson et al. 2009).  
Although a pertinent human fMRI literature exists, all the experimental 
designs reflect the absence, at the time, of any computational neural model capable 
of simulating the fundamental abilities exhibited by the subjects in such tasks.  This 
is important, because in the absence of a guiding model, or several competing 
models, many potentially revealing control conditions and contrasts are likely to be 
omitted from the design or analysis.  Rather than repeating discussions available in 
Zeid (2018), and related recent reports (e.g., Grahn & Rowe, 2013; Teki et al., 2011; 
Teki & Griffiths, 2014), we will return to the question of the division of labor across 
brain areas after we present a fully specified computational model.  The next section 
introduces the TAMSIN (Timing And Motor System Integration Network) model, a 
systems-level neural network model designed to replicate rhythm-based motor 
sequence performances. TAMSIN utilizes separate CQ modules for motoric and 
temporal sequences, as well as circuitry needed to coordinate the CQ outputs in order 
to scale tempos and synthesize arbitrary movement orders consistent with a 
desired/perceived beat and rhythm. 
 
2: METHODS 
2.1: Primary Modules of the TAMSIN Model: ISO, RHY, ORD 
 
 The TAMSIN model comprises three primary modules: the isochronous (ISO) 
module, the rhythmic (RHY) module, and the ordinal (ORD) module (Figure 3). These 
three modules utilize different types of information that can be extracted from, and 
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represent different facets of, a given event sequence, as schematized in Figure 3.  These 
separate representations form bases for flexible construction of arbitrary rhythmic action 
plans. Downstream processing (see Figure 4) enables the three modules to be coordinated 
during the genesis of timed actions that conform with the desired tempo and rhythm, i.e., 
the sequence of relative inter-onset intervals (IOIs) between actions.  
 
  
Figure 3: A schematic illustration of how three different aspects of a rhythmic input sequence are 
represented by the rhythmic (RHY, in blue), isochronous (ISO, in green), and ordinal (ORD, in 
red) streams. Symbols A, B, C, and D designate distinct motor commands, whose relative order 
in the sequence is encoded by relative activation levels, i.e., a primacy gradient, within the ORD 
module. Symbols 1, 2, and 3 designate relative IOI’s (inter-onset intervals) as integer multiples of 
a base interval or BI (500ms in this example). The relative order in the sequence of these relative 
IOI representations are coded within the RHY module by its own distinct primacy gradient.  The 
ISO module is a four-layer network (see Figure 5 and Section 2.2a below) that utilizes a bank of 
neural oscillators to extract the base interval (BI). 
 
 Figure 4 shows how the ISO Module (green box with four layers; details in Figure 
5) interacts with other model elements. It processes the input sequence through a layer of 
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oscillators with different preferred frequencies, ultimately inducing a dominant 
oscillation with the correct beat frequency (or – conversely – its reciprocal, the correct 
base interval (BI)). Once the correct BI is chosen, ISO output helps to fine-tune an 
urgency signal (Cisek et al., 2009), calculated in the “X” cell, which modulates the rate of 
integration in the ITT (Integrate-To-Threshold) Module (Figure 4; details in Figure 7). 
Successive ITT outputs, gated by periodic ISO signals, control the opening and closing of 
the Timing Gate (GT, represented by the green oval in Figures 4 and 7) for action onsets. 
 The RHY Module (Figures 4, 6) is a CQ module that takes as input the sequence 
of relative IOIs in the input sequence and stores them (using recurrent excitation) in its 
planning layer as a primacy gradient (Figure 3). Once that gradient and the chosen BI 
from the ISO Module are sufficiently active, the Pre-Plan Loop (PPL, Figures 4, 10) 
opens the RHY module’s choice layer to inputs from the planning layer. At this point 
RHY’s CQ mechanism can be allowed to cycle through the list of IOIs, with the pauses 
between choices (and executed item’s deletions from the planning layer) regulated by the 
ITT Module acting via the Timing Gate.  The ITT Module thereby turns the IOI sequence 
specified in the RHY planning layer into onset timing signals. ITT does this via a 4-cell 
system (Figure 7) that generates bursts in real time and with the correct timing to initiate 
the executions of motor items stored in the ORD module and to perform item deletion in 
the RHY choice layer. 
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Figure 4: A diagram of the TAMSIN Model showing the ISO, RHY, and ORD modules as well as 
the Pre-Plan Loop, the Plan Loop, the Integrate-To-Threshold (ITT) module, and the Vector 
Integration To Endpoint (VITE, in brown) module (Bullock & Grossberg, 1988), which is used to 
simulate each action execution. For the ISO module, the top two rectangles represent the bank of 
oscillators, and the bottom two rectangles represent the plan and choice layers for ISO (see 
Figure 5). The Pre-Plan Loop controls timing by coordinating ISO and RHY (see Figure 10). “X” is 
the cell where the current “urgency” is calculated based on the BI from ISO and the currently 
chosen IOI from RHY. The urgency parameter then drives the integrator in ITT (see Figure 6 for 
more details). The green loop between ITT and VITE is the Timing Gate (GT) that fine-tunes the 
output of ITT to ensure that motor onsets respect the beat/tempo chosen by ISO.  The Plan Loop 
coordinates RHY and ORD (see Figure A.3 in the Supplementary Materials).  RHY and ORD both 
have a planning and a choice layer, suggested by two rectangles stacked on top of each other, 
with the plan (primacy gradient) layer on top. Further intra-module circuitry is omitted here for 
clarity, but is discussed and illustrated below.  The top two arrows going in to VITE are inputs to 
control onset timing via the Rehearsal Gate (GR), whereas the bottom arrow from the ORD 
choice layer inputs to the Current Target (CT) layer (see Figure 8) to control which action is 
performed. Pointed arrows represent excitation while rounded ends represent inhibition. 
 
 The ORD Module (Figures 4 and 8) takes as input the sequence of motor action 
items, and processes them using paired CQ planning and choice layers similar to those 
described for the RHY Module above (Figure 3). Once the ORD planning layer has a 
sufficient amount of total activation and the RHY choice layer has picked an IOI, the 
Plan Loop (PL, see Figure A.3 in the Supplementary Materials) activates the ORD 
module’s choice layer to accept inputs from the ORD planning layer. The ORD module’s 
CQ dynamic then progresses through the list of motor action items, which the Vector 
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Integration-To-Endpoint (VITE) Module (see Figure 9) can execute one-by-one 
(modulated by a GO signal from the Timing Gate) and delete from the ORD Module via 
feedback inhibition. 
2.2: Details of the Model’s Structure 
 
2.2a: The ISO Module 
 
 
Figure 5: A diagram of the ISO module and its four layers. The top two layers are a bank of 
oscillators adapted from the real and imaginary parts (the “m”s and “n”s, respectively) of Equation 
2 from Velasco & Large (2011) where each oscillator pair has a different preferred frequency. The 
bottom two layers (the “p”s and “q”s) utilize a competitive choice mechanism (adapted from 
Equations 1 and 2 from Bohland et al. 2010) to choose the best-matching BI (base interval), given 
the current input sequence. 
 A given input sequence 𝐼(𝑡) (e.g. see Figure 11 below), is the input into the ISO 
Module (Figure 5) in real time. It functions as the input to a bank of oscillators, modeled 
here with an adaptation of Equation 2 from Velasco & Large (2011). Each oscillator is 
constituted as a pair of cells – one excitatory (𝑚𝑗) and one inhibitory (𝑛𝑗; see Figure 1 
from Large & Snyder 2009 for an illustration). The equations for the pair have the form: 
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 𝑚𝑗̇ = 𝛼𝑚𝑗 −  2𝜋𝜔𝑗𝑛𝑗 +  𝛽𝑚𝑗(𝑚𝑗
2 + 𝑛𝑗
2) +  𝐼(𝑡)  (1) 
and 
𝑛?̇? = 𝛼𝑛𝑗 +  2𝜋𝜔𝑗𝑚𝑗 +  𝛽𝑛𝑗(𝑚𝑗
2 + 𝑛𝑗
2), (2) 
 
where the dot above a variable name indicates the time-derivative, 𝛼  and 𝛽  are 
parameters and 𝜔𝑗  is the preferred frequency of the 𝑗th cell pair. In Velasco & Large 
(2011), those frequencies ranged from .25 Hz to 16 Hz and were evenly distributed in 
logarithmic space across 289 pairs of cells. Here, the range of cells was truncated (to 165 
from 289) in order to span only the range, from roughly .33 Hz to 3.5 Hz, of common 
musical tempos. Each ODE pair goes through a Hopf bifurcation (Velasco & Large 2011, 
Hirsch et al. 2012), where solutions will transition from tending to a spontaneously 
generated periodic orbit with period 𝜔𝑗 for positive values of 𝛼 to solutions tending to the 
origin of the 𝑚𝑛-plane when 𝛼 is negative. Therefore, here only non-positive values will 
be used for 𝛼 so that the periodicities that are elicited from the oscillators only occur as a 
response to the forcing from the input signal. When given an appropriate input, the cell 
pair with the correct preferred frequency will oscillate with a maximal norm (i.e. total 
activation measured by √𝑚𝑗2 + 𝑛𝑗2) while other pairs will either not oscillate at all or 
will oscillate with a smaller norm. 
 That norm also functions as an output from the oscillators to a pair of layers in the 
ISO Module that function like a CQ module (albeit not interpreted here in a working 
memory context) with an ISO planning layer (𝑝𝑗) and an ISO choice layer (𝑞𝑗). The 
activation levels for the 𝑗th channel of those two layers are  
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𝑝?̇? = −𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑗 + (𝐵𝑝 − 𝑝𝑗) (𝛼1 √𝑚𝑗2 + 𝑛𝑗2 + [𝑝𝑗 − 𝜃𝑝]
+
)
− 𝑝𝐽 (∑𝑝𝑘
𝑘≠𝑗
+ 10[𝑞𝑗 − 𝜃𝑞]
+2
)  
 
(3) 
and 
?̇?𝑗 = −𝐴𝑞𝑞𝑗 + (𝐵𝑞 − 𝑞𝑗) ([𝑝𝑗 − 𝜃𝑝]
+
+ 𝑞𝑗
2) − 𝑞𝑗∑𝑞𝑘
2
𝑘≠𝑗
, 
 
(4) 
where [𝑥]+ is a thresholding function that is equal to 𝑥 if 𝑥 is positive and zero otherwise, 
𝐴𝑝  and 𝐴𝑞  are decay constants, 𝐵𝑝  and 𝐵𝑞  are upper bounds for their corresponding 
variables, 𝜃𝑝  and 𝜃𝑞  are thresholds for cell output, and 𝛼1 is an input gain parameter. 
Once the output from the oscillators begins to activate the ISO planning cells, they form a 
primacy gradient via intra-layer inhibition. Because of this, the cell associated with the 
correct frequency will have the highest activation. Once that cell’s activity hits a certain 
threshold, it will activate its corresponding choice cell. Due to competition mediated by 
faster-than-linear inhibitory links, the choice cell’s activity will increase to a ceiling level, 
keeping other choice cells inactive and deactivating its corresponding planning cell 
(depicted below in several figures of simulation results). This cell’s activity will 
perseverate for the remainder of a given trial, helping to properly conform the model’s 
output motor action sequence to the correct beat pattern. The model assumes that the ISO 
planning and choice layers determine the frequency (assumed to be from .33 Hz to 3.5 
Hz) of the perceived beat of an input sequence. 
2.2b: The RHY and ITT Modules 
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Figure 6: A diagram of the RHY Module’s two layers utilizing a CQ (competitive queuing) 
architecture. The RHY Choice layer (the “qR”s) does not become active until both a primacy 
gradient is loaded into the RHY Planning layer (the “pR”s) and a supra-threshold signal is 
received from the Pre-Plan Loop (see Figure 10). Once an item is chosen in RHY Choice, it is not 
deleted until the reset signal comes from the ITT module through the Timing Gate (see Figure 7). 
 
 The output from the winning ISO choice cell is distributed to several different 
parts of the TAMSIN model (Figure 4). Its underlying frequency will both help set the 
input parameter to the ITT Module and fine-tune ITT’s output (Figures 4 and 6). 
Furthermore, once an ISO choice cell is sufficiently active and the RHY plan layer 
(described below) has had its primacy gradient input into it, the combined activation can 
funnel through to the RHY choice layer via the Pre-Plan Loop (PPL; Figure 10). The 
RHY Module is described next.  
 Instead of using the actual input sequence as an input, as the ISO Module did, for 
the RHY Module (see Figure 6) it is assumed that the temporal pattern has been well 
practiced and can be recalled perfectly from long-term memory (LTM) as were the 
sequences learned by subjects in Bengtsson et al. (2004, 2005). Thus, the input to the 
RHY Module, Input𝑗
𝑅(𝑡), is modeled by a parallel burst of graded excitations – which 
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represent the IOI pattern – that begins at time 𝑡 = 0.5 sec and cuts off at time 𝑡 = 0.65 
sec. During this time, the node representing the IOI that is to be chosen first will achieve 
the highest activation in the RHY planning layer, the node representing the IOI to be 
chosen second will achieve the second highest, and so on (see Figure 14A). The 
activation of RHY planning cell 𝑝𝑗
𝑅 and RHY choice cell 𝑞𝑗
𝑅 are given by 
 
 ?̇?𝑗
𝑅 = −𝐴𝑝𝑅𝑝𝑗
𝑅 + (𝐵𝑝𝑅 − 𝑝𝑗
𝑅) (𝛼2 Input𝑗
𝑅(𝑡) + [𝑝𝑗
𝑅 − 𝜃𝑝𝑅]
+
)
− 𝑝𝑗
𝑅 (∑𝑝𝑘
𝑅
𝑘≠𝑗
+ 10[𝑞𝑗
𝑅 − 𝜃𝑞𝑅]
+2
) 
(5) 
  
and 
 ?̇?𝑗
𝑅 = −𝐴𝑞𝑅𝑞𝑗
𝑅 + 3(𝐵𝑞𝑅 − 𝑞𝑗
𝑅) (𝑓(𝑑PPL, 0.7)[𝑝𝑗
𝑅 − 𝜃𝑝𝑅]
+
+ 𝑞𝑗
𝑅2) 
− 𝑞𝑗
𝑅 (∑𝑞𝑘
𝑅2
𝑘≠𝑗
+ 50𝑓(ITT4, 1) ∗ GT), 
(6) 
 
respectively (adapted from the CQ equations in Bohland et al. 2010). Here, the 
parameters 𝐴𝑝𝑅, 𝐵𝑝𝑅, 𝜃𝑝𝑅, etc. fulfill similar roles to their correlates in Equations 3 and 4. 
The variable 𝑑PPL2 corresponds to the output of the cell in the PPL that projects to the 
RHY choice layer (see Figure 2.8, Equation 25). Until it becomes active, no RHY choice 
cell will be activated. Also, the function 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) is defined as 
 
𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) =  {
𝑥, 𝑥 > 𝑦,
0 otherwise.
 
 
 
Note that 𝑓(𝑥, 0) = [𝑥]+. Lastly, ITT4 is the output from the ITT module (see Figure 7, 
Equation 10) and GT is the Timing Gate that is defined by 
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GT(𝑡) =  {
1, cos 2𝜋𝜔𝑀𝑡 > .95,
0 otherwise.
 
where 𝜔𝑀  is the frequency of the winning ISO choice cell. Therefore, a reset 
signal will not delete the winning RHY choice cell’s activation until the ITT 
output cell is sufficiently active and the Timing Gate is “open.” When those 
conditions are met, the second most active cell in the RHY planning layer causes 
its corresponding choice cell to activate, and the cycle repeats until the RHY 
planning layer has no more active cells. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: A diagram of the ITT module, the X cell, and the Timing Gate illustrating how they take 
the outputs of the ISO and RHY modules and turn them into a timing command for when the next 
motor action will take place. The X cell takes the winning IOI from the RHY module and the 
winning tempo from the ISO module and uses these inputs to set the parameter for an urgency 
signal (Cisek et al. 2009) that can drive the Integrator to reach its threshold for output after a 
desired IOI. Once the integrator hits that threshold (the dotted line), a signal is sent through ITT2-
ITT4. Once ITT4’s activation is above threshold and the Timing Gate is open, inhibitory reset 
signals are sent to both the RHY Choice layer and the Integrator in order to zero-out residual 
activations in preparation for the subsequent IOI. That reset signal is also sent to the Rehearsal 
Gate as a gate-opening signal, allowing for the currently chosen ORD item to execute. 
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 Once a RHY choice cell has won its competition and is singularly active, its 
corresponding relative IOI value – a stored multiple of a BI – is multiplied by the current 
winning BI from the corresponding ISO choice layer, and then a reciprocal is taken (e.g. 
if a “2” cell is the current winner in the RHY choice layer and the winning BI from the 
ISO Module is 600ms, then their product is 1.2 sec and the reciprocal is .833 Hz). That 
value is then input to the “X” node (see Figure 7), where it serves as the argument for an 
an urgency signal, U(t).  
 Once a nonzero urgency parameter has been set, it will act as an input to the ITT 
module generally and to the ITT1 cell specifically. The system of 4 ITT Module equations 
is 
 ITT1̇ = 0.6 ∗ 𝑈(𝑡) − 6(ITT1 + 1)(𝑓(ITT4, 1) ∗ GT), 
ITT2̇ = −5ITT2 + 2(10 − ITT2)𝑓(ITT1, 0.5), 
ITT3̇ = −5ITT3 + 0.5(7 − ITT3)𝑓(ITT2, 0.9), 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
 and 
 ITT4̇ = −5ITT4 + 0.5(20 − ITT4)𝑓(ITT2, 3) − 5ITT4𝑓(ITT3, 0.5). (10) 
 
 The cell ITT1 is the integrator itself, whereas the others regulate its activity and 
output signaling. Using the fact that integrators like this one can be shown to have 
approximately linear increases in activation up to a threshold (Simen et al. 2011), the 
Integrator’s sole excitatory input is 0.6 ∗ 𝑈(𝑡) . (The exponential function, U(t), was 
created empirically via the MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox (Version R2018a, 
MathWorks, Natick Massachusetts; see Section A.1 in the Supplementary Materials for 
the methods used to create that exponential function). Because this input initially acts 
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alone, it exactly and linearly controls the time needed to reach a threshold for sending 
output signals.  Once ITT1 hits a value of 0.5, it activates interneuron ITT2, which starts 
to increase towards its maximum value of 10. However, once ITT2 hits a value of 0.9 it 
starts to excite ITT3. Later, when ITT2 hits a value of 3 it starts to excite ITT4 as well. 
Then, once ITT3 is sufficiently activated, it will inhibit ITT4, causing a short but intense 
burst of activation (Figure 15). When that activation is sufficiently high and the Timing 
Gate is open, an inhibitory signal will be sent to ITT1, forcing its activity below zero in 
preparation for the next urgency value to drive the system again. Note that this reset 
signal (𝑓(ITT4, 1) ∗ GT) is also used to reset the RHY choice layer. The third place this 
reset signal is sent is to the Rehearsal Gate (GR) within the VITE module. There, it acts 
as an excitatory GO signal to signify that the next ORD item should be executed (see 
Equation 13).  
2.2c: The ORD and VITE Modules 
 
 
Figure 8: A diagram of the ORD Module’s two layers also utilizing CQ architecture. Analogous to 
the RHY module above (see Figure 6), the ORD Choice layer (the “qO”s) will not become active 
until supra-threshold activation is received from both the ORD Planning layer (the “pO”s) and the 
Plan Loop (see Figure A.3 from the Supplementary Materials). Once a motor action is complete, 
its corresponding ORD Choice item is deleted by an item-wise feedback signal from VITE that 
recruits neural elements corresponding to elements of the basal ganglia circuit (see Figure 9). 
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 As with the RHY Module, the input to the ORD Module (see Figure 2.6), 
Input𝑗
𝑂(𝑡), is assumed to be memorized, such that it can be recalled at will once a prompt 
to do so has been given, and is input into the ORD planning layer as a parallel gradient 
burst that turns on, stays on briefly, and then turns off, in synchrony with the 
corresponding activation of RHY with input signals Input𝑗
𝑅(𝑡).  Its gradient of values 
similarly reflects the relative priorities of the items represented, and will cause a similar 
gradient to emerge in the ORD planning layer (see Figure 16A). For details on the 
specific mechanisms at work in the ORD module and their corresponding differential 
equations, see Section A.2 in the Supplementary Materials. 
 
Figure 9: A diagram of the VITE circuit (as adapted from Bullock & Grossberg (1988), Bullock et 
al., 1998, Rhodes (2000), and Civier et al. (2013)) illustrating how a signal from the chosen ORD 
item can set initiate events leading to the intentional execution of that item and subsequent 
deletion of that item from the ORD Choice layer. Circuit elements that correspond to basal 
ganglia components (details in Civier et al., 2013) are the GPe and GPi (external and internal 
segments of the globus pallidus, respectively). 
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 Once an ORD choice cell is sufficiently active, its output is sent to the VITE 
Module (Bullock & Grossberg, 1988; with extensions adapted from from Rhodes (2000) 
and Civier et al. 2013, see Figure 9). The remainder of this section will detail the activity 
that transpires in a single action’s channel of the VITE Module after that channel’s ORD 
choice cell is activated, and until it is deleted. That ORD choice cell’s output is first input 
to its corresponding Rehearsal Gate (GR1𝑗 , see Equation 13) and Current Target cell 
(CT𝑗), the latter’s activation being as follows: 
 
 . 01 ∗ CT𝑗̇ = −0.1CT𝑗 +  7(2 − CT𝑗)[𝑞𝑗
𝑅 − 𝜃𝑞𝑅]
+
− GPi𝑗 . (11) 
 
When a CT𝑗  cell is activated, it quickly increases to its upper bound value of 2 and 
remains there until it is inhibited by the same GPi𝑗 reset signal that deletes items from the 
ORD choice layer. Once a Current Target cell is active, it will in turn activate its 
corresponding Difference Vector cell (DV𝑗), whose activity is given by 
 
 . 01 ∗ DV𝑗̇ = −DV𝑗 + [CT𝑗]
+
− CP𝑗 , (12) 
 
where CP𝑗  is the corresponding Current Position cell. The Difference Vector takes 
measure of the current distance (in a non-specified metric space) between the Current 
Target and the Current Position. Early in a motor action, when the Current Target is 
active and the Current Position is zero, DV𝑗  will be very active. As the Current Position 
gets closer to the Current Target, the Difference Vector will approach zero. 
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 Once a given channel’s Difference Vector is active, if that channel’s ORD choice 
cell is also sufficiently active and the ITT output/Timing Gate output is open, the two-
layer Rehearsal Gate cells for that same channel can become active, creating a GO signal 
that will be pervasive in the following set of ODEs. The activation for the two layers of 
the Rehearsal Gate mechanism are given as 
 . 01 ∗ GR1𝑗̇ = −GR1𝑗
+ (3 − GR1𝑗) ∗ [(𝑓(ITT4, 1) ∗ GT)[𝑞𝑗
𝑂 − 𝜃𝑞𝑂]
+
DV𝑗]
+
− 2 ∗ GR1𝑗 ∗ [DF𝑗]
+
  
(13) 
and 
 . 01 ∗ GR2𝑗̇ = −GR2𝑗 + (3 − GR2𝑗) ∗ GR1 − 2 ∗ GR2𝑗 ∗ [DF𝑗]
+
. (14) 
 
Once GR1𝑗  is active, it in turn activates GR2𝑗 , which – when multiplied by DV𝑗  – makes a 
“GO*DV” signal that is used to calculate the progress of a voluntary motor action. Both 
Rehearsal Gate cells in a channel are then inhibited when the Deletion Field cell (DF𝑗) in 
that channel is active.  
 The GO*DV signal is a velocity signal that is integrated by a corresponding 
Current Position cell, given as 
 
 . 01 ∗ CP𝑗̇ = GR2𝑗 ∗ [DV𝑗]
+
. (15) 
 
Therefore, the Current Position cell starts at zero, increases towards the same value as the 
Current Target as the effector reaches towards its goal (e.g. a finger reaching for and 
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pressing a key on a keyboard as in Ullén &Bengtsson 2003; Bengtsson et al. 2004, 2005), 
and then stops either when the GO signal from the Rehearsal Gate is zeroed out or when 
the DV between the Current Target and the Current Position has been zeroed out.  
 For fluent sequential performance, choices in the ORD CQ module should 
anticipate act completions, rather than wait for feedback from peripheral sensors of 
contact with the act’s target.  Therefore, the GO*DV signal is also used to compute a 
TTC (Time-To-Contact) estimate, i.e., how much time is left before the current action 
reaches the targeted point (Lee, 1976; Jacobs & Bullock, 1998). Processing through these 
neurons precedes computation of a “Contact Imminent” (CI) signal: The levels of 
activation of the neurons in the Time-to-Contact Module are: 
 
 . 0071 ∗ TTCV𝑗̇ = −TTCV𝑗 + GR2𝑗 ∗ [DV𝑗]
+
, (16) 
 
 . 005 ∗ TTCInh𝑗̇ = −TTCInh𝑗 + TTCV𝑗 , (17) 
and 
 . 0045 ∗ TTC𝑗̇ = GR2𝑗 ∗ [DV𝑗]
+2
− TTC𝑗 ∗ TTCInh𝑗  
(18) 
 
where “V” stands for velocity and “Inh” indicates inhibitory interneurons. Here, the 
GO*DV signal excites both TTCV𝑗  and TTC𝑗 . However, TTCV𝑗  then activates an 
inhibitory interneuron TTCInh𝑗, which in turn inhibits TTC𝑗 , bringing the activation down 
to zero as the Time-to-Contact runs out. 
 The Time-to-Contact cell in this channel then activates its corresponding Contact 
Imminent cell according to the following ODE: 
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 . 0045 ∗ Cİ𝑗 = −CI𝑗 + (2 − CI𝑗)𝑔(TTC𝑗) − CI𝑗(1 − 𝑔(TTC𝑗)), (19) 
 
where 
𝑔(TTC𝑗) =  
{
 
 1,
. 5 <  TTC𝑗 < 1
and TTCV𝑗̇ < 0
0 otherwise.
 
 
Here, CI𝑗  is excited to its upper bound when a certain amount of Time-to-Contact remains 
and the effector’s velocity is decreasing (i.e. the effector is decelerating, which only 
occurs when GO*DV’s excitation is outmatched by TTCV𝑗’s active decay self-inhibition 
after GO*DV’s initial activation, see Equation 16) and is deactivated back to zero 
otherwise. 
 When CI𝑗  is activated, it triggers the beginning of the feedback signal that deletes 
the chosen motor action from the ORD choice layer in preparation of said action’s 
imminent completion of execution. To begin, the activation for the corresponding 
Deletion Field cell is given as 
 
 . 0045 ∗ DḞ𝑗 = −0.3DF𝑗 + CI𝑗 − GR2𝑗 ∗ [DV𝑗]
+
. (20) 
 
Here, the deletion of an item is actively inhibited at first by the GO*DV signal, but as 
that signal deactivates and CI𝑗  activates, the Deletion Field cell is excited until contact is 
no longer imminent (i.e. when the motor action has been completed). 
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 Since the Deletion Field is activated by an imminence detector and ultimately 
deletes the chosen item from the ORD choice layer, it is analogous to a striatal indirect 
pathway cell in the extended GODIVA model (Civier et al. 2013). To that end, the output 
from the Deletion Field (see Figure 7) disinhibits the corresponding internal globus 
pallidus cell (GPi𝑗) by inhibiting its corresponding external globus pallidus cell (GPe𝑗) 
given the following chain of ODEs: 
 
 . 045 ∗ GPe𝑗̇ = (3 − GPe𝑗) − 100 ∗ (GPe𝑗 + 3) ∗ DF𝑗  (21) 
and 
 . 045 ∗ GPi𝑗̇ = (3 − GPi𝑗) − 100 ∗ GPi𝑗 ∗ [GPe𝑗]
+
. (22) 
 
The GPi activation then acts as a deletion signal to both the Current Target and ORD 
choice layers. This is a simpler version of the item deletion mechanisms used in both N-
STREAMS (Rhodes 2000) and the extended GODIVA model (Civier et al. 2013).  
2.2d: The Pre-Plan Loop (PPL) 
 
 To ensure that the different operations within the model are initiated at the correct 
times relative to one another, two versions of the Plan Loop from GODIVA (Bohland et 
al. 2010) are implemented. The first one – the Pre-Plan Loop (see Figure 10) – waits for 
sufficient activation from the RHY planning layer as a whole and from the maximally 
active cell in the ISO choice layer before dis-disinhibiting the RHY choice layer (for a 
description of the similarly-behaving Plan Loop (PL), see Section A.3 in the 
Supplementary Materials). 
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Figure 10: A diagram of the Pre-Plan Loop that coordinates ISO and RHY. As the input stage of 
the Pre-Plan Loop, the striatum requires activation from both the ISO Choice and the RHY 
Planning layers to activate. Once that happens, striatal inhibition of GPi disinhibits the Thalamus 
cell. Once the thalamus is active, it sends a signal that allows the RHY choice layer to be 
activated from the RHY Planning layer. M = the maximum activation by any one ISO Choice cell. 
 = the sum of the activation levels from the entire RHY Planning layer. 
 
 Unlike in the GODIVA model (Bohland et al. 2010), here the PPL only needs a 
single cell per layer to be able to switch on the RHY choice layer (and so it lacks striatal 
inhibitory interneurons). The ODEs for the PPL’s striatum, GPi, and thalamus cells are 
given as 
 
 
?̇?𝑃𝑃𝐿 = −𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑃𝑃𝐿 + (𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑏 − 𝑏𝑃𝑃𝐿) [(𝑞𝑀 > 𝜃𝑞) ∧ (∑𝑝𝑘
𝑅
𝑘
> 𝛿𝑝𝑅)], 
?̇?𝑃𝑃𝐿 = −𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝐿 + 𝛽𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑐(𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑐 − 𝑐𝑃𝑃𝐿2) − 𝑐𝑃𝑃𝐿(𝑏𝑃𝑃𝐿)  
(23) 
 
(24) 
and 
 ?̇?𝑃𝑃𝐿 = −𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑃𝐿 + 𝛽𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑑(𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑑 − 𝑑𝑃𝑃𝐿) − 𝑑𝑃𝑃𝐿(𝑐𝑃𝑃𝐿),  (25) 
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respectively. The “𝐴”s are decay constants, the “𝐵”s are upper limits, the “𝛽”s are gain 
constants, 𝑞𝑀 is the activity level of the maximal ISO choice cell, 𝛿𝑝𝑅 is a threshold for 
the summed activity across the entire RHY planning layer, and [(𝑥) ∧ (𝑦)] is a Boolean 
AND function that returns a “1” if (𝑥)  and (𝑦)  are both logically true and a “0” 
otherwise. Once 𝑑𝑃𝑃𝐿 is active above a given threshold, information will be allowed to 
flow from the RHY planning layer to the RHY choice layer (see Equations 5 and 6), and 
model output generation can proceed. 
 
3: Results 
3.1: Simulation 1: 2 Hz 
 
 For this section’s simulations, the input signal will have an underlying tempo of 2 
Hz, and the ordinal and temporal sequences (“ordseq” and “rhyseq,” respectively) will be 
defined as such: 
rhyseq = [3 2 1 1 2 3 1 1 1]; 
ordseq = [1 2 1 3 4 5 2 5 5]; 
 
where the numbers 1-3 for the RHY sequence represent relative IOIs that are multiples of 
the base interval (BI) (e.g. with a BI of 500ms, a “1” is equal to 500ms, a “2” is equal to 
1000ms, and so on) and the numbers 1-5 for the ORD sequence refer to the five buttons 
on the keypad subjects used to input their responses in Ullén & Bengtsson (2003). 
However, note that the first item of the RHY sequence and the last item of the ORD 
sequence are not represented in Figure 11. They are dummy variables whose 
functionality will be discussed below. 
 Also note that some elements are repeated in each sequence. This will be handled 
at the encoding/representational level by having distinct cells that code each element 
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type, to handle multiple tokens of that item type in a single sequence plan. Otherwise, 
once an item in either planning layer was deleted, it would not be able to be made active 
again, and thus could not be re-performed. 
 
Figure 11: An example input sequence for the TAMSIN model with a BI (base interval) of 500ms 
(i.e. a tempo of 2 Hz). The different colors represent the five keys on the keypad from Experiment 
1 in Ullén & Bengtsson (2003; see Figure 1 from that paper). Each spike signifies when a 
keypress should occur, and the dashed line signifies where the sequence repeats.  
 The following subsections explore the simulation results for this case in detail. 
(For a list of the parameter values used for these simulations, see Section A.4 in the 
Supplementary Materials). 
3.1a: The ISO Module 
 
 At the start of the simulation, the input sequence seen in Figure 11 is input to the 
ISO Module as discussed in Section 2.2a. The resultant activation for the array of 
excitatory interneurons (i.e. the “real part” of the complex-valued Equation 2 from 
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Velasco & Large 2011) is shown in Figure 12A and 13A. The plot of the inhibitory 
neurons (not shown) is very similar but phase shifted. While there is an optimal 
oscillation for the 2 Hz channel that is signified by the alternating bands of black and 
white, there are very clearly lesser oscillations at frequencies that are integer multiples 
(harmonics) or factors of 2 Hz (e.g. 1 Hz, 4 Hz, 8 Hz, etc.).  
 As the oscillators start to react to the input sequence, the norms of those 
oscillations are input to the ISO planning layer (Figures 12B, 13B), acting as a sort of 
primacy gradient. Because the 2 Hz oscillator channel has the largest norm, the 2 Hz ISO 
planning cell becomes maximally active. Once it hits a certain threshold, it activates the 2 
Hz ISO Choice cell (Figures 12C, 13C), which becomes active quickly and inhibits other 
ISO choice cells forcefully. In addition, due to the architecture borrowed from CQ 
models, the 2 Hz ISO planning cell is then inhibited strongly by the 2 Hz ISO choice cell. 
In a CQ model, this would prevent the model from choosing 2 Hz again later on. 
However, here the plan is to choose the correct tempo and to never un-choose it for the 
rest of the simulation. Perhaps in an extended version of the TAMSIN model, this 
architecture could provide some insight into the mechanisms behind adjusting one’s beat 
perception to a sequence with a changing tempo (c.f. Todd et al. 2002). 
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Figure 12: The outputs across time for layers m (panel A), p (panel B), and q (panel C) of the ISO 
Module (Equations 1-4) given the input depicted in in Figure 11 above. White is the maximum and 
black is the minimum for each plot. The y-axis of each graph is the preferred frequency for each 
of the nodes. There are strong alternating bands of black and white for the 2 Hz oscillator in panel 
A that result in a persistently active choice cell in panel C at 2 Hz. Also note that the 2 Hz 
planning cell in panel B gets strongly inhibited right after the 2 Hz choice cell in panel C becomes 
active. 
3.1b: The RHY and ITT Modules 
 
 While the ISO Module is choosing its preferred frequency (i.e. inducing the beat 
of the stimulus), the RHY Module is receiving its input in the form of a primacy-graded 
burst of activation that is assumed to come from long term memory (LTM). In this way, 
there is a small conceit made by the TAMSIN model. In most organic situations, it would 
be very cognitively taxing to start performing a temporal motor sequence while also 
listening to the middle of that same sequence (a notable exception would be in the case of 
singing a round such as “Row, Row, Row Your Boat”). However, in the interest of 
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brevity and efficiency, this computational model does not wait for a full listening of the 
input sequence – one assumed to be memorized by the model – to start performing it. In a 
more organic setting, the model would probably hear at least one entire iteration of the 
input sequence before starting to reproduce it, but that aspect of this phenomenon is 
condensed here without a loss of generality. 
 
Figure 13: Graphs of five channels taken from the channels in Figure 12 above from layers m 
(panel A), p (panel B), and q (panel C) of the ISO Module (see Figure 5). Here the black trace 
shows the 2 Hz channel, i.e. the channel corresponding to the tempo of the input, and other 
traces show two other channels with higher preferred tempos and two other channels with lower 
preferred tempos. Due to the high amount of resonance caused by the input to the 2 Hz channel 
(panel A), its corresponding node in the Beat Planning Layer (panel B, black trace) increases to a 
threshold before any other planning layer node does. Once that happens, its corresponding node 
in the Beat Choice Layer (panel C, black trace) quickly increases to its ceiling and stays there. 
That heightened activation by the 2 Hz choice node in turn inhibits the 2 Hz planning layer node 
(panel B), which reduces its activation to zero. 
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Figure 14: A plot of the activity in the RHY module over the course of one trial, specifically of the 
RHY Planning Layer (A) and the RHY Choice Layer (B) (Equations 5, 6). The input gradient to the 
RHY Planning Layer is automatically loaded in a single burst at time t = .5 sec while the RHY 
Choice Layer is activated via the Pre-Plan Loop (PPL, See Figure 10) once the PPL gets supra-
threshold activation from both the Beat Choice Layer (Figures 12C, 13C) and the RHY Planning 
Layer (A). The first item (black, both layers) does not represent an IOI that is part of the input 
sequence. Rather, while the first item in the RHY Choice Layer is active, the ITT Module and the 
first item in the ORD Choice Layer have time to become active in preparation of the first IOI from 
the input sequence to begin (approximately 3 seconds into the trial). 
 
 Once the RHY input burst is loaded at time t = 0.5 (see Figure 14A), the RHY 
planning layer can settle into its activation gradient and wait for the Pre-Plan Loop (PPL, 
see Figure 19) to gate open the RHY choice layer. Once this happens at about time t = 2, 
the dummy IOI’s RHY choice cell is active (see Figure 14B). TAMSIN uses an extra IOI 
in the beginning of the simulation for three reasons: First, the ITT module tends to have 
issues with accurately integrating an IOI from a full resting position. Furthermore, since a 
motor action does not transpire at time 𝑡 = 2 right when the first IOI becomes active, it is 
ostensibly an inter-onset interval that doesn’t have an onset on both sides of it. Lastly, on 
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a practical level this dummy time interval serves as a moment of pause for the model to 
prepare for the ensuing performance (i.e. the neuro-computational equivalent of an “and-
a-one, and-a-two” before beginning to play a song). 
 
 
Figure 15: A plot of the activity of the four ITT cells over the course of a trial (Equations 7-10). 
Even though ITT1 has a uniform threshold, its activation reaches various levels before resetting 
due to the delay imposed by the winning ISO tempo through the Timing Gate. 
 
 Once an IOI is chosen, the combination of it and the chosen ISO beat frequency 
determine the slope of integration for the ITT1 cell, thereby starting up the entire ITT 
Module (see Figure 15). Although there has been a debate pitting variable integration 
rates versus variable threshold values in the literature on drift-diffusion models of 
decision making (Ratcliff et al. 2016), the ITT Module exhibits both: the ITT1 cell 
utilizes an urgency signal by design, and ITT1 often integrates past its threshold level 
while waiting for the Timing Gate (GT) to open. This timing effect affects all four ITT 
cells by creating levels of activation that are higher than those that would be seen without 
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the GT being present. For the computational and behavioral justifications for the GT 
mechanism, see Section A.5 in the Supplementary Materials. 
3.1c: The ORD and VITE Modules 
 
 
Figure 16: A plot of the activity in the ORD module over the course of one trial, specifically of the 
ORD Planning Layer (A) and the ORD Choice Layer (B) (Equations A.1, A.2 from the 
Supplementary Materials). The input gradient to the ORD Planning Layer is automatically loaded 
in a single burst at time t = .5 sec while the ORD Choice Layer is activated via the Plan Loop (PL, 
See Figure A.3) once the PL gets supra-threshold activation from both the RHY Choice Layer 
(Figure 14B) and the ORD Planning Layer (A). The last item (black, both layers) does not 
represent a motor item that is part of the input sequence. Rather, the execution of that final motor 
action signifies the end of the last IOI in the RHY sequence and hence the end of the trial itself. 
 Since the ORD and RHY sequences are being presented to the model at the same 
time as a singular, combined input sequence, the ORD Module receives its input in the 
form of a primacy-graded burst of activation at the same exact time as the RHY Module. 
It too is assumed to come from long-term memory (LTM), and the conceit described 
above for the full stimulus presentation of the RHY sequence before the input sequence 
has finished applies here as well. 
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 Once the stimulus gradient has been presented to the ORD planning layer, the 
system waits for the gating signal from the Plan Loop (PL, see Figure 19 and Section A.3 
in the Supplementary Materials) to allow activations from the ORD planning layer to 
activate cells in in the ORD choice layer (Figure 16). Once this happens at time 𝑡 = 2.5 
or so, the first motor item is chosen by the ORD choice layer and waits for the dummy 
IOI to finish integrating in the ITT Module and set off a GO signal that executes the 
motor item and resets the ORD choice layer (Figure 17). From that point onward – and 
despite the fact that the ORD and RHY choice layers are reset by completely different 
reset signals – the rest of the motor items are executed just as their associated IOIs are 
chosen one-by one until the final motor item is executed at the end of the final IOI, thus 
ending the simulation. While Ullén & Bengtsson (2003) used a Combined sequence with 
8 temporal items and 9 motor items, here the TAMSIN model assumes the final motor 
action to be a placeholder outside of the regular sequence. This choice was made since 
that final motor action – unlike the motor actions before it – does not have a proceeding 
IOI associated with it, and is thus not a “full” perceptual gestalt. However, whether the 
final motor action is considered a proper item of the sequence or a perfunctory sequence 
terminator is a distinction without a difference in the manner in which is it handled by 
this iteration of the TAMSIN model.  
 Once a motor action has been chosen, a new Current Target is chosen (see Figure 
18A,B) and the distance between that goal and the Current Position (not pictured) is 
calculated by the Difference Vector layer (Figure 18C). Once the Rehearsal Gate is 
opened and the module has given the GO signal to initiate the movement associated with 
that motor item (Figure 18D), the movement towards the Current Target from the Current 
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Position can begin. As Time-to-Contact is calculated (not shown, see Section 2.2c, 
Equations 16-18), eventually the Contact Imminent detector (Figure 18E) fires, causing a 
chain reaction that first causes the associated Deletion Field item (not shown) to fire. 
That firing inhibits the corresponding GPe cell (Figure 17E) and thus disinhibits the 
corresponding GPi cell (Figure 17F). The firing of that GPi cell then acts as the reset 
signal for both the given ORD choice layer and Current Target cells (Figure 18A,B). This 
cycle then occurs for every remaining item in the ORD sequence until the simulation is 
completed. 
 
Figure 17: A comparison of the activity in the RHY and ORD Choice Layers (A, B) and the activity 
in the first and last stages of the ITT module (C: ITT1 and ITT4, respectively). The moment at 
which each item in the ORD Choice Layer is deleted is roughly when that item is executed by the 
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VITE Module. Note that the RHY and ORD Choice Layers’ item deletion times match despite the 
fact that the reset signal for the RHY Choice Layer comes from the ITT Module’s output gated by 
the Timing Gate and the reset signal for the ORD Choice Layer comes from the VITE Module. 
 
 
Figure 18: A time-wise comparison plot of the ORD Choice Layer (A, Equation A.2 from the 
Supplementary Materials) and a selection of layers in the VITE Module (B – G, Equations 11, 12, 
14, 19, 21, and 22 respectively). The GO signal generated by the Rehearsal Gate (D) in concert 
with the Timing Gate is what initiates the execution of each item. That leads to a spike of 
activation in the Contact Imminent Layer (E), which leads to a similar spike in the Deletion Field 
Layer (not shown), which in turn disinhibits the internal globus pallidus (G) by inhibiting the 
external globus pallidus (F). The GPi signal then inhibits both the ORD Choice Layer (A) and the 
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Current Target Layer (B), causing item deletion in both layers. The colors of the different items 
match their usage in previous figures. Not shown are the layers used to calculate the time-to-
contact for each button press that informs the CI layer (E). Also not shown is the Current Position 
Layer (CP).  
 
3.1d: The Planning Loops 
 
 Once the inputs are distributed to the ISO, RHY, and ORD Modules, some level 
of coordination between them is needed to make sure that the disparate types of 
information are properly time-aligned. This coordination is set up early in the simulation 
process by the Pre-Plan Loop (PPL) and the Plan Loop (PL) (see Sections 2.2d and A.3 
from the Supplementary Materials). 
 
Figure 19: A plot of the three layers of the Pre-Plan Loop (PPL, solid lines) and the Plan Loop 
(PL, dashed lines). In both loops, when the necessary pair of activations are detected, the striatal 
cells (A) activate, which inhibits the GPi cells (B) and disinhibits the Thalamus cells (C), thereby 
allowing them to increase above a set threshold (in magenta, dotted line) to activate their 
corresponding choice layers (RHY choice for the PPL, ORD Choice for the PL). 
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 For the PPL (see Figure 19, solid curves), a chain reaction occurs when both the 
winning ISO choice cell and the RHY planning layer as a whole hit certain thresholds 
(note that the threshold for the ISO choice cell is lower than its threshold to suppress its 
corresponding ISO planning cell, hence the PPL striatum cell becomes active before the 
ISO planning cell is suppressed, see Figures 12B, 13B). Once this occurs, a coincidence 
detector in the striatum is activated (Figure 19A), disinhibiting the corresponding 
thalamus cell (Figure 19C) by inhibiting the corresponding GPi cell (Figure 19B). Once 
that thalamus cell rises above a pre-set threshold (Figure 19C, magenta dotted line), the 
RHY choice layer is able to receive activation from the RHY planning layer, and the 
simulation is allowed to continue to initiate. Without the PPL to make sure that the ISO 
and RHY layers are in cooperation, a winning RHY choice item (i.e. an IOI) could be 
chosen before the ITT – which also requires inputs form RHY and ISO in tandem – has a 
chance to start integrating. This would potentially result in the RHY IOIs being stretched 
or condensed irregularly. Furthermore, on a conceptual level it would not make sense for 
a musician to try to count out the duration of a note in a beat-based rhythmic context 
without a solid grasp of the beat. 
 Similarly, the PL (Figure 19, dashed lines) makes sure that the activity in the 
RHY and ORD layers are properly coordinated. The dynamics here are identical but 
delayed by roughly 500ms –  the value of the BI in this simulation. Without the PL, the 
model would be susceptible to mismatches in combining the RHY IOIs and the ORD 
motor actions (e.g. the second motor action could get grouped with the first or the third 
IOI instead of the second IOI).  
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3.2: Simulation 2: Tempo-Invariance 
 Once a combined ordinal-temporal sequence is well-learned, it should be able to 
be reproduced within a reasonable range of different tempos given the original tempo and 
complexity of the sequence. Here, the ordinal and temporal sequences from Section 3.1 
will be simulated with a faster tempo frequency (2.34 Hz; for the results of a simulation 
with a slower tempo, see section A.6 in the Supplemental Materials). The differences 
between these cases and the 2 Hz case described above will be detailed below. 
 
Figure 20: A plot of the same three layers of the ISO Module detailed in Figure 6.2 above, but this 
time with an input frequency of 2.34 Hz instead of 2 Hz. This new frequency is detected in the 
same way by the Beat Planning Layer (panel C), with a different channel winning the competition. 
 
 For the 2.34 Hz case (see Figures 20-22), the one change in model 
implementation is that the dummy IOI at the beginning of the RHY sequence had to be 
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changed from a “3” to a “4” to compensate for the fact that the faster tempo meant that a 
“3” IOI did not last long enough for the model to properly initiate. Otherwise, nothing 
about the model or the RHY and ORD sequences was changed. 
 Despite the change in tempo, the results of the simulation are remarkably similar. 
A different ISO channel gets chosen due to the tempo being different (Figures 20, 21), 
and that new tempo changes the calculations made in the “X” cell such that the ITT 
Module integrates at a slightly faster rate, meaning the sequence items are read out more 
quickly (see Figure 22E). This also changes when the Timing Gate is opened based on 
the new BI (roughly 427.4ms), so the relative IOIs are preserved. Thus, the TAMSIN 
model can simulate the same rhythmic motor sequence at a faster tempo. 
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Figure 21: A plot of both the input sequence (A) and the response by five channels of the ISO 
Module to that sequence (B – D).  These graphs are similar to Figures 12 and 13 above, but 
again the tempo has been changed from 2 Hz to 2.34 Hz. 
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Figure 22: A time-wise comparison of the RHY Plan and Choice Layers (A – B), the ORD Plan 
and Choice Layers (C – D), and the integrator and output of the ITT Module (E; ITT1 and ITT4, 
respectively) in response to the previously-implemented input signal at a new tempo of 2.34 Hz. 
This results in a BI of approximately 427ms, which is reflected in the shortened IOIs seen here. 
While this trial’s first motor action is at approximately the 3-second mark like in the previous case 
(e.g. See Figures 16 and 17), it is finished almost a second earlier than the previous example. 
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Figure 23: A plot of an input sequence with a novel temporal pattern but the same ordinal pattern 
as in previous cases (A) along with the response by five channels of the ISO Module to that 
sequence (B – D).  The tempo has been reset to 2 Hz. 
3.3: Simulation 3: A Different RHY Sequence 
 
 For this simulation, the same ORD sequence and the original tempo of 2 Hz were 
used. However, the RHY sequence has been changed to the following: 
rhyseq = [3 1 3 2 2 4 1 1 2]; 
 
where again the first item is a dummy IOI (see Figure 23A). Not only is this a different 
combination of IOIs than the one used in previous simulations, but it includes a “4” as a 
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part of the RHY sequence. This is a longer IOI than any of the ones used in the first RHY 
sequence, so its successful implementation is not a given. Additionally, the time interval 
for the simulation as a whole was increased to 12 seconds to account for the longer IOIs 
used in this RHY sequence. 
 Despite those changes to the RHY sequence, the simulation succeeds. The beat is 
properly induced (see Figure 23), and informs the dynamics of the model generally and 
the ITT Module specifically, as in the prior simulation (see Figure 24). For the “4” IOI 
item, the integrator is able to slow down enough to wait for the correct interval before 
firing (Figure 24E), and it handles the IOIs before and after the “4” no differently than in 
previous simulations. 
 
4: DISCUSSION 
 The simulations show that the TAMSIN model is capable of correctly combining 
well-learned rhythmic temporal sequences with well-learned action (e.g., key-press) 
sequences during production from working memory.  In the model, the combination 
succeeds on the first attempt.  Ullén & Bengtsson (2003) reported that subjects that 
practiced separated Ordinal and Temporal sequences were able to perform the Combined 
case with minimal extra practice, but not with no practice at all.  A detailed behavioral 
study of the errors and error-corrections that occur during such extra practice will be 
needed to guide further development of the model. 
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Figure 24: A time-wise comparison of the RHY Plan and Choice Layers (A – B), the ORD Plan 
and Choice Layers (C – D), and the integrator and output of the ITT Module (E; ITT1 and ITT4, 
respectively) in response to the novel input signal from Figure 15 above. Unlike the first input 
sequence discussed in this chapter (see Figure 11 above), this temporal pattern contains an IOI 
that is equal to 4 BIs. However, the ordinal pattern has not changed. 
 
Although the TAMSIN model performs well, a key question is whether its 
modules correspond to actual modules in the human brain.  Its modular structure was 
directly inspired by CQ theories, which, in the context of what we know about content-
addressable brain representations, suggest that each sequence-able and distinct content-
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type may have its own CQ circuitry. These CQ systems can function as parallel, 
independent elements, because they are far enough from each other in cortex that the 
strong inhibitory interactions within modules are absent or negligible between modules. 
The parallel-CQ-systems hypothesis is consistent with a wealth of brain data of 
many types, including anatomical pathway tracing data, electrophysiological recording 
data from monkeys performing sequencing tasks, and imaging data (fMRI, PET, etc) 
from human subjects performing sequences according to simple and complex rhythms.  
The fMRI data alone are quite extensive and complex, and we here we reprise just a few 
highlights (see also Zeid, 2018).  Informative neuroimaging studies of cortical 
representations of rhythm include those of Bengtsson et al. (2004, 2005, 2009) and 
Konoike et al. (2012).  Many of the task-recruited neural regions identified in the 
Bengtsson et al. studies were in or near task-recruited regions seen in Konoike et al. 
(2012), and in studies of speech sequencing (Bohland & Guenther, 2006). For example, 
the left IFG, a prefrontal area, was active during all three phases of the Konoike et al. 
paradigm, which led them to conclude that the left IFG is “…crucial to the working 
memory of rhythm”. The same general region was recruited during the perception of 
rhythms (Bengtsson et al. 2009) and the production of action sequences with temporal 
and/or ordinal variation (Bengtsson et al. 2004). Typically, in working memory (WM) 
tasks, and depending on item content/modality (e.g., visual or auditory), there is also 
recruitment of a posterior parietal cortical (PPC), or superior temporal, area that is 
strongly linked to the recruited prefrontal area (Chafee & Goldman-Rakic, 2000; 
Constantinidis et al., 2018). One such area that has been associated with phonological 
WM (Herman et al., 2015) is the STG (superior temporal gyrus).  In Konoike et al. 
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(2012), zones within the STG in both hemispheres were active during encoding and 
retrieval from WM, including distinct regions in the posterior and anterior left STG 
during encoding specifically. Similarly, recruitment of distinct regions of the STG was 
reported by Bengtsson and colleagues, notably the left anterior and left posterior STG 
(Bengtsson et al. 2005) or the left posterior STG and the right STG’s anterior pole 
(Bengtsson et al. 2004). As expected from many prior studies of sequence performance 
from WM, retrieval from WM during actual sequential performance recruited the pre-
SMA/SMA (as well as bilateral lobule vi of the cerebellum).  These replications of task-
related recruitment are encouraging, especially because the studies differed in a number 
of details of task design.  
 Results from Grahn and colleagues (Grahn & Brett 2007, Grahn & Schuit 2012, 
Grahn & Rowe 2009, 2013) also implicate many of the neural regions seen in the studies 
discussed above, while adding additional context to help interpret such activation 
patterns. In Grahn & Brett (2007), subjects engaged in a same-different fMRI task that 
required them to actively listen to novel musical rhythms in real time. The trials were 
divided evenly among four different cases: a Rest case with silence and no task, a Metric 
Simple case using tones with IOIs that carried 1:2:3:4 ratios with one another and were 
grouped into clusters of four (e.g. 2-1-1 | 3-1 | 4, where each part has the exact duration of 
four BIs), thereby creating a percept of a regular beat (Essens & Povel 1985, Povel & 
Essens 1985), a Metric Complex case where the IOIs were the same but the grouping was 
not in regular clusters (e.g. 2-1-4-3-1-1), and a Nonmetric case where there was no 
uniform grouping and the integer ratios were replaced with 1:1.4:3.5:4.5 ratios. 
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 Musicians and non-musicians scored similarly well on all three discrimination 
tasks, although complex and nonmetric rhythms are harder to physically reproduce on a 
keyboard. When the researchers contrasted the combined activity of all the rhythmic 
cases together with rest, they found activation bilaterally in the ventrolateral/inferior 
prefrontal cortex, preSMA, SMA, dorsal premotor cortex (PMd), putamen, lobule vi of 
the cerebellum, and STG. When they looked specifically at the contrast between simple 
metric cases and the other two rhythmic cases (i.e. the contrast of beat-inducing rhythms 
and non-beat-inducing rhythms), they found activation in the bilateral STG and putamen 
again. They also found additional activation in right insula, left IFG, left SFG, and right 
amygdala. In an ROI analysis including many of these same regions, as well as the 
caudate and pallidum, more activation was found in the metric simple case (than in 
metric complex) bilaterally in the STG, preSMA, caudate, putamen, and pallidum. 
During all rhythm tasks, musicians had more activation than non-musicians in the 
preSMA, right PMd, and bilateral cerebellum.  This is consistent with many past studies 
showing that extended training increases cerebellar contributions to sequential 
performance (Rhodes et al., 2004). 
 Such results are notable because they reveal a distributed network, for attending 
to and/or performing rhythmic patterns/sequences, which replicates across imaging 
studies, and highlights a specific set of neural regions that are reliably engaged to process 
beat-based or highly metric rhythms of the type that can be well controlled by a 
neurobiologically plausible circuit of the type simulated with the TAMSIN model.  
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Zeid and Bullock (2019): SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 
A.1: Defining the Exponential “X” Cell Function 
 
 
Figure A.1: A graph of the exponential curve used to determine the Urgency Parameter U(t) given 
the desired IOI calculated by the X node at a given point in time t. The blue dots represent the 
mean frequencies found through empirical experimentation with the ITT module using different 
sustained Urgency Parameters. Once those data were found, the red curve was created with the 
MATLAB Curve Fitting Toolbox (Version R2018a, MathWorks, Natick Massachusetts) as a 
means to calculate the approximate Urgency Parameter value that gets passed to ITT1 to set the 
correct rate of integration which causes a pause of the correct IOI (in tandem with the Timing 
Gate) before the next motor action is allowed to occur and the ITT Module is allowed to reset. 
Note that the horizontal access is not time despite the variable name of U(t) for the vertical 
access. This is to emphasize that the urgency parameter U(t) changes value over time depending 
on the current reciprocal-IOI at any given time. 
 
 To define this function, several simulations of the 4-equation ITT system below 
(see Equations 7-10) were run (without the Timing Gate) for different constant values of 
the urgency parameter 𝑈, and the average frequency for each 𝑈 value was calculated. 
These data (i.e. the blue dots in Figure A.1) were then used to create the exponential best-
fit function (i.e. the red curve in Figure A.1) that is used to derive a 𝑈 value given a 
reciprocal-IOI value. Thus, at any point in time 𝑡, 𝑈(𝑡) is equal to the value of the fit 
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function illustrated in Figure A.1 given the current reciprocal-IOI value calculated in the 
“X” cell at time 𝑡. Note that 𝑈(𝑡) only becomes active if there is a (nonzero) maximum 
chosen ISO choice and RHY choice cell active at the same time. Otherwise, it remains 
zero-valued. That means that 𝑈(𝑡) and the ITT Module itself will become inactive once 
all of the RHY choice items have been chosen. 
A.2: The Mechanics of the ORD Module 
 
The activations of ORD planning cell 𝑝𝑗
𝑂 and ORD choice cell 𝑞𝑗
𝑂 are given by 
 
 ?̇?𝑗
𝑂 = −𝐴𝑝𝑂𝑝𝑗
𝑂 + (𝐵𝑝𝑂 − 𝑝𝑗
𝑂) (𝛼3 Input𝑗
𝑂(𝑡) + [𝑝𝑗
𝑂 − 𝜃𝑝𝑂]
+
)
− 𝑝𝑗
𝑂 (∑𝑝𝑘
𝑂
𝑘≠𝑗
+ 10[𝑞𝑗
𝑂 −  0.125 ∗ 𝜃𝑞𝑂]
+2
)  
 
(A.1) 
and 
 ?̇?𝑗
𝑂 = −𝐴𝑞𝑂𝑞𝑗
𝑂 + 3(𝐵𝑞𝑂 − 𝑞𝑗
𝑂) (𝑓(𝑑PL, 0.7)[𝑝𝑗
𝑂 − 𝜃𝑝𝑂]
+
+ 𝑞𝑗
𝑂2) 
− 𝑞𝑗
𝑂 (∑𝑞𝑘
𝑂2
𝑘≠𝑗
+ 100GPi𝑗), 
(A.2) 
 
respectively (also adapted from the CQ equations from Bohland et al. 2010). Here, the 
parameters 𝐴𝑝𝑂, 𝐵𝑝𝑂, 𝜃𝑝𝑂, etc. fulfill similar roles to their correlates in Equations 5 and 
6. The variable 𝑑PL corresponds to the output of the thalamic cell in the PL (Planning 
Loop, see Section A.3) that projects to the ORD choice layer (see Figure 8, Equation 
A.2). Until it becomes active, no ORD choice cell will be activated. Lastly, GPi𝑗 is the 
output from the Internal Globus Pallidus cell which acts as the item deletion mechanism 
for the ORD Module that comes from the VITE Module (see Figure 9 and Equation 22). 
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Like Equations 5 and 6, the two-equation system seen in Equations A.1 and A.2 specify a 
CQ architecture, allowing for the most active cell in the ORD planning layer to activate 
its corresponding ORD choice cell. That winning ORD choice cell will inhibit all other 
ORD choice cells as well as its corresponding ORD planning cell. Once the reset signal 
from the VITE module deletes the winning ORD choice cell, the newly-leading ORD 
planning cell (the former next-place cell before the old winner was deleted by its 
corresponding ORD choice cell), has an opportunity to activate its ORD choice cell, and 
the cycle continues until all ordinal motor actions have been executed. 
A.3: The Plan Loop (PL) 
 
 
 
Figure A.3: A diagram of the Plan Loop (PL) that coordinates RHY and ORD.  The striatum stage 
in the Plan Loop requires activation from both the RHY Choice and the ORD Planning layers to 
activate. Once that happens, the striatal layer’s inhibition of GPi disinhibits the Thalamus cell. 
Once the thalamus is active, it sends a signal that opens the ORD choice layer up to activation 
from the ORD planning layer. M = the maximum activation by any one RHY Choice cell.  = the 
sum of the activation levels from the entire ORD Planning layer. 
  
Similarly, the Plan Loop (PL, see Figure A.3) waits for the combined activation of the 
RHY choice layer and the ORD plan layer before activating the RHY choice layer. This 
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is perhaps even more important than the PPL as it ensures that the items in the ordinal 
sequence and the items in the temporal sequence are properly synchronized. The ODEs 
for the PL’s striatum, GPi, and thalamus cells are given as 
 
 
?̇?𝑃𝐿 = −𝐴𝑃𝐿𝑏𝑏𝑃𝐿 + (𝐵𝑃𝐿𝑏 − 𝑏𝑃𝐿) [(𝑞𝑀
𝑅 > 𝜃𝑞𝑅) ∧  (∑𝑝𝑘
𝑂
𝑘
> 𝛿𝑝𝑂)], 
?̇?𝑃𝐿 = −𝐴𝑃𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑃𝐿 + 𝛽𝑃𝐿𝑐(𝐵𝑃𝐿𝑐 − 𝑐𝑃𝐿) − 𝑐𝑃𝐿(𝑏𝑃𝐿),  
(A.3) 
 
(A.4) 
and 
 ?̇?𝑃𝐿 = −𝐴𝑃𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑃𝐿 + 𝛽𝑃𝐿𝑑(𝐵𝑃𝐿𝑑 − 𝑑𝑃𝐿) − 𝑑𝑃𝐿(𝑐𝑃𝐿),  (A.5) 
respectively. All parameters function like their analogues in the PPL (see Section 2.2d). 
A.4: Parameter Values Used in the Simulations in Section 3 
 
ISO Module (Equations 1-4) 
𝛼 0 
𝛽 -1 
𝐴𝑝 5 
𝐵𝑝 5 
𝛼1 1 
𝜃𝑝 .01 
𝐴𝑞 2 
𝐵𝑞 10 
𝜃𝑞 .05 
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RHY Module (Equations 5-6) 
𝐴𝑝𝑅 .001 
𝐵𝑝𝑅 2 
𝛼2 5 
𝜃𝑝𝑅 .001 
𝐴𝑞𝑅 2 
𝐵𝑞𝑅 10 
𝜃𝑞𝑅 8 
 
 
Planning Loops, Part 1 (Equations 23-25) 
𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑏 .05 
𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑏 10 
𝛿𝑝𝑅 1 
𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑐 .05 
𝛽𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑐 5 
𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑐 6 
𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑑 .05 
𝛽𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑑 1 
𝐵𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑑 4 
 
 
ORD Module (Equations A.1-A.2) 
𝐴𝑝𝑂 .001 
𝐵𝑝𝑂 2 
𝛼3 .5 
𝜃𝑝𝑂 .001 
𝐴𝑞𝑂 2 
𝐵𝑞𝑂 10 
𝜃𝑞𝑂 8 
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Planning Loops, Part 2 (Equations A.3-A.5) 
𝐴𝑃𝐿𝑏 .05 
𝐵𝑃𝐿𝑏 10 
𝛿𝑝𝑂 1 
𝐴𝑃𝐿𝑐 .05 
𝛽𝑃𝐿𝑐 5 
𝐵𝑃𝐿𝑐 6 
𝐴𝑃𝐿𝑑 .05 
𝛽𝑃𝐿𝑑 1 
𝐵𝑃𝐿𝑑 4 
 
A.5: Justification for the Timing Gate (GT) 
 
 
Figure A.4: A comparison of the IOI’s seen in ITT1 both without the aid of the Timing Gate (Left) 
and with the aid of the Timing Gate (Right). Horizontal black lines allow these to be compared 
with the canonical time intervals (.5, 1, or 1.5 s) exemplified in the input sequence’s tempo. To be 
able to get the level of accuracy seen on the right, the ITT module’s urgency parameter has to be 
scaled up so that all of the IOI’s are underestimates (as opposed to a mix of underestimates and 
overestimates, Left). Then, the reset signal from ITT4 is held until the Timing Gate opens, allowing 
for the accurate IOI timing seen on the Right. Note that the time interval from the beginning of the 
trial until the first reset is not shown since it is not a time interval with a motor item enacted at its 
beginning 
 One might reasonably wonder why there is a need to gate the output of the ITT 
module as long as the ITT module is carefully calibrated. The trouble with doing so is 
that – even under the most idealized conditions – the process of calculating the urgency 
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parameter 𝑈 is based on a function that is a best fit to some gathered empirical data (see 
Section A.1, Figure A.1) but is not a perfect fit. Furthermore, said empirical data found 
average frequencies based on different urgency values with some variability. Thus, even 
if the TAMSIN model used a lookup table with the exact urgency values that were 
associated with a given IOI, it is no guarantee that every IOI generated by the ITT 
module with that urgency parameter will be the exact same time interval every time it is 
used (especially when bigger and smaller IOIs are potentially being chosen by the ITT 
Module before and after it). 
 In fact, running the simulation under the conditions described in Section 3.1 
above without a GT present produces the IOIs seen in Figure A.4 Left. Though each IOI 
is close to the canonical time interval it should be, some of the differences are significant 
(e.g. interval 4 is roughly 20% bigger than it is supposed to be, which is almost halfway 
between the “2” that is supposed to be and the “3” IOI above it). Also, the module 
sometimes overestimates IOIs and at other times underestimates them. These disparities 
go beyond slight variations and would sound very wrong to a casual listener familiar with 
Western, beat-based music. 
 The solution used by the current TAMSIN model is to artificially input a shorter-
than-desired IOI into the urgency fit function so that the urgency parameter chosen as a 
result will reliably create IOIs that are anticipations of the canonical IOIs but that aren’t 
so short as to be shorter than the next shortest IOI (e.g. if a “2” is supposed to be 1000ms, 
make sure that the ITT Module creates an IOI that is less than 1000ms but is greater than 
500ms, which would be a canonical “1”). For all simulations discussed here, all inputs of 
reciprocal IOI into 𝑈 were multiplied by a factor of 1.2. Once the ITT Module reliably 
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underestimates the IOIs, ITT4 can simply wait for the GT to open for its RHY reset 
signal/VITE GO signal to be disseminated. The result of this modification is seen in the 
change in IOIs from the left panel to the right panel of Figure A.4, where the IOIs 
generated by the combination of the ITT Module and the Timing Gate are near-perfect. 
 The concept of a system under-estimating a time interval and then being corrected 
is not unreasonable in this context. For many types of musical instruments, the correct 
fingering for a particular note or chord must be made before the actual articulation is 
made. Furthermore, nonlinearities have emerged as a function of IOI length in previous 
models (e.g. Jacobs & Bullock 1998). Thus, the need for flexibility and multifacetedness 
in a time integrator is entirely reasonable. 
A.6: Simulation 2a: Tempo-Invariance at 1.21 Hz 
 Here, a case where the tempo is significantly slower will be discussed (see 
Figures A.5-A.7). For this simulation, the time interval of the overall simulation has been 
increased from 10 seconds to 15 seconds to give the system enough time to evaluate the 
significantly longer IOIs. The tempo chosen, 1.21 Hz, is almost half the speed of the 
previous tempo of 2.34 Hz. 
 Just like in the previous case, the dummy IOI needed to be changed for the system 
to work, this time to a “1”. Because the IOIs are all much longer with this slower tempo, 
a shorter relative IOI is required to prepare the model for performance. Furthermore, 
errors occur if the dummy IOI is too long in absolute time, so a “3” or “4” does not work 
in this case. 
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Figure A.5: A plot of the simulation results from the same three layers of the ISO Module detailed 
in Figures 12 and 20 above, but this time with a slower input frequency of 1.21 Hz. This new 
frequency is detected in the same way by the Beat Planning Layer (panel C), with a different 
channel winning out. The time interval for this example has been increased from 10 seconds to 
15 seconds due to the longer trial duration. 
 Otherwise, the simulation runs exactly as one would expect. A different ISO 
channel is chosen (Figures A.5, A.6), which adjusts the rates of integration in the ITT 
Module (Figure A.7E) and elongates all of the IOIs. The IOIs in this new case are faithful 
to both their lengths relative to each other and to the new BI (roughly 826.4ms), and thus 
the simulation has been completed successfully, and the TAMSIN model’s tempo 
invariance has been proven within a sizable range of tempos. This range – from 72.6 bpm 
to 140.4 bpm – contains most of the common tempos used in beat-based music. While the 
model with no recalibrations cannot yet handle very slow or very fast tempos, the range it 
exists within is fairly wide and coincides with the moderate pace of the easiest examples 
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of rhythmic music that a music student might encounter before attempting slower or 
faster speeds. 
 
Figure A.6: A plot of both the input sequence (A) and the response by five channels of the ISO 
Module to that sequence (B – D).  These graphs are similar to Figures 3.1, 3.3, and 3.9 above, 
but the tempo has been changed to 1.21 Hz. 
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Figure A.7: A time-wise comparison of the RHY Plan and Choice Layers (A – B), the ORD Plan 
and Choice Layers (C – D), and the integrator and output of the ITT Module (E; ITT1 and ITT4, 
respectively) in response to the previously-implemented input signal at a new tempo of 1.21 Hz. 
This results in a BI of approximately 826ms, which is reflected in the elongated IOIs seen here.  
 
 
